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APOPHONY IN THE VERBAL SYSTEM OF GADANG
Herrmann Jungraithmayr

1. Introduction*
Many Chadic verbal systems are based on the binary aspectual opposItIon
between perfective and imperfective forms marked by vowel change, i.e., ablaut
or apophony (Jungraithmayr 1997). (For a general discussion of the Chadic verbal
system, see Schuh 1976.) Full fledged apophony is to be found in most far eastern
Chadic languages (spoken in the Chad Republic), like Mokilko, Migama, Mubi,
Dangaleat, and Sokoro (see Jungraithmayr 1978a, 1990). Most of the near eastern
languages, e.g., Zime or Tumak (Caprile 1975), however, have transformed their
ablaut systems into oppositions based on tone, i.e., abton or apotony, e.g.,

'to drink'
'to die'

Far Eastern (e.g., Mubi)
s11 I suwaa
mati muwaat

Near Eastern (e.g., Tumak)
he I he
ma/ma

Compare, also, Masa (of Toura) d'e I e('e 'to drink' and midd I m(dil 'to die', in
contrast to Mokilko 'fioe (subjunctive: SlOe) I sooo and 'indd / 'unto .
• The sample of 165 verbs on which the analysis in this article is based was recorded in March
1973. The work was part of my Chad project (1970-80) which was supported by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft. I wish to express my sincere gratitude to this institution for its
invaluable support which enabled me to extend our research activities to the eastern branch of
Chadic, which at that time had not yet received the scientific attention it deserved. Moreover, I
would like to thank the members of the Catholic Church community in Bousso/Chari where I
was kindly invited to live and to carry out my fieldwork. The language assistant and informant
to whom lowe all my Gadang data was M. Kalamsa Djom, whom I wish to thank very much
for his patience and interest in the process of recording his mother tongue.
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Those eastern branch languages, that are spoken between "far" and "near",
i.e., mainly in the region between the Logone and Chari rivers
("Zweistromland"), generally display relatively weak apophonic opposition
patterns, which is certainly due to a gradual reduction process in which the final
stage is the replacement of the apophony strategies by those of apotony. Tumak,
the southernmost language of this area, which may appropriately be called
"Central Eastern", has already reached this stage-of pure apotony-, probably
due to its geographic proximity to non-Chadic (Nilo-Saharan) languages which
excel in apotony-based verbal systems (cf. J ungraithmayr 1980). It is this central
zone within the eastern branch of Chadic to which Gadang, as a member of the
Sumray group, belongs.

2. Gadang
Gadang (gadaIj) is one of the three riverain languages spoken along the river
Chari near Bousso extending to the east and southeast of it, the other two
languages being Sarwa and Miltu (Gali). The entire area has been under the
domination of the Bagirmi kingdom, the headquarters of which was/is Massenya,
which lies northwest of Bousso. Today Bousso is the administrative centre of the
Prefecture du Chari-Baguirmi.
We owe the first information on the languages in question to the German
traveller Gustav Nachtigal (1834-1885), who passed through this region in 1872
and collected a few data on Sarwa and Miltu (cf. Nachtigal, vol. II, 1881, p. 689;
Ganslmayr & Jungraithmayr 1977). As to Gadang, he only indicates the nameas "Gandang" -on the map accompanying his text. The only other source for the
region is Gaudefroy-Demombynes (1907), who also presents very few lexical
items for Sarwa and Miltu only. Thus, information on Gadang is presented in this
paper for the first time.
The principal settlements or villages of the Gadang speaking people are - from
west to east-the following: Taouan, Gadang Kiao, Djamena, Morio, Balo,
Gadang, Gadang-Gougouri, Gadang Haddad Daudi and Madjoum. Bousso lies in
the centre of the Gadang speaking area.

3. The Binary Aspect System of Gadang
3.1. Vowels and Tones
Gadang is a 7-vowellanguage comprising the basic 5 vowels i, e, a, 0, U, plus
2 central vowels, high ~ and low 11. This is in full conformity with its immediate
eastern neighbour, Sarwa, as well as with its southern relative, Sibine (Sumray).
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As to the tonal structure, Gadang distinguishes three level tones, high a, mid (a or
li) and low ll, and three tonal glides, high-low (0, all), high-mid (ali), and mid-high
(aa or aaj.
Both vowels and tones are heavily involved in the fonnation of the verbal
aspect stems. Ninety-three of the 165 verbs do not display ablaut, but distinguish
their aspect stems by tone ("abton") and the appropriate suffixes. That is to say,
only 72, i.e., less than half of our sample, exhibit some sort of apophony.
As to the change of vowel quality, the general trend in the transition from the
perfective to the imperfective stem is a change from a high and central quality (i,
U, ;}, A) to a low or half-low quality (a, e, 0), i.e., the direction high towards low.
In addition, lengthening of the vowel a (- aa) or, instead, geminating of C2 in a
few examples has also been observed. Note that the vowel affected by quality
change is V I in biradical stems and V2 in triradical stems.
On the other hand, tonal patterns display the opposite movement from lower to
higher, i.e., if the perfective stem has low tone, the imperfective tone is generally
mid, and if the perfective stem is mid, the imperfective stem will be high.
3.2. The Formation of the Aspect Stems
3.2.1. The formation of the perfective stem (PST). The PST is made up of the
verbal base with an aspect-sensitive vowel (V I or V I plus V2) and the suffix -gA,
which carries a mid or a low tone, copying the tone of the base to which it is
suffixed; e.g., mir-gX '(have) died', 'usun-gA '(have) known'.

3.2.2. The formation of the imperfective stem (IPST). The IPST is fonned by a
base the vowel of which is, depending on the verbal class the verb belongs to,
either identical with the vowel of the PST or apophonically derived from it. This
base is almost always augmented by a suffix which is generally -a or -aa; it is,
however, dropped in front of an object, e.g., nfya se naam 'I am drinking water'.
3.2.3. Presentation of the verb stem bases. The two aspect stems are composed of
the verb base and a suffix, i.e., in the PST -gA and in the IPST -a / -aa. Since this
paper concentrates on the verb bases and their modification, there is no need to
repeat a citation of those suffixes. With regard to the tonal behaviour and the
length of these morphemes, it should, however, be noted that the tone of -gA is a
copy of that of the PST base, whereas tone and length of the IPST -a/-aa vary
considerably obviously depending on the phonotonological shape of the verb
base. For example:
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'to break'
'to envelop'
'to suck'

PST
bly-gA
ng~r-gX

liiiim-gX
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IPST
bay-aa
ligar-a
laam-a

3.3. The Verbal Classes (VCs) According to the Apophonic Relationship between
PST and IPST
There are "weak" verbs with no vowel quality or quantity change(s) between
the two aspect stems (PST and IPST), and "strong" verbs with vowel quality
and/or quantity change(s). Accordingly, the following ves may be established.
3.3.1. "Weak" verbs. "Weak" verbs display no vowel change but tone change
(low to mid or mid to high).
(WI) The a/a class
'to eat'
'to stand up'
'to suck'
'to lick'
'to hasten'
'to return'
'to fall'
'to walk'
'to tum'
'to run'
'to transform oneself'
'to think' (Ar.)
'to fear'
'to pray' (Ar.)
'to choose'
'to fry'
'to sweep'
'to exchange'

PST
yasaalaamlaganynarcfaynnas-

cacarwaysarpagarlaanysalhanjarja6sakaraI)-

IPST
yasalaamlagany'
I
nar-gcfaynnasi- 2
cay-2
carwaysar-gpagarlaanysalhanjarja6sakaraI)-

The extra IW found in some IPSTs is not explainable at this point.
The bases for the IPST seem to be nasiy- and cay-, respectively; cf. the respective verbal
nouns nasi and cay (or even caay?).
I

2
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(W2) The AIA class
'to breathe'
'to bite'
'to taste'
'to yawn'
'to arrive'
'to walk'
'to pass'
'to greet'
'to send'
'to offend'
'to heat'
'to pound'
'to grow'
'to untie'
'to cover'
'to age'
'to be heavy'
'to pass the day'
(W3) The ~/~ class
'to germinate'
'to spit'
'to descend'
'to plait (hair)'
'to moisten'

hAhAdgAshAmgArIAI]pAtwAygAyhM'AI'AggAwkMhA5wAnnA'AIAm-

hA-ghAdgAShAmgM-gIAI]PAtWAYgAyhAr-g'AI'AggAwkArhA5-5WAnnA'AIAm-

5~n-

5~n-

5~j-

5~j-

j~b-

j~b-g-

I~m-

I~m-

h~ny-

h~ny-

(W4) The iii class
'to spit' (Bag.)
'to marry'

ti5bly-

ti5-5-

'to forget'
'to accept'
'to slap'
'to shave'
'to dry' ('wring out')
'to swell'
'to belch'

nimyid'bigylrwidslydls-

nim-

biy-

yid'big-

yirwid-esiydis-
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(W5) The e/e class
'to drink'
'to tickle'
'to carry'
'to pull'
'to spin'
'to plant'
'to open'
(W6) The u/u class
'to urinate'
'to sit'
'to swim'
'to creep'
'to hear'
'to sing'
'to whistle'
'to discuss'
'to ask'
'to search'
'to lose'
'to meet'
'to take'
'to give'
'to stab'
'to bend'
'to burn'
'to sew'
'to pierce'
'to dig'
'to attach'
'to decay'
'to blow'
'to measure'
'to resemble'

3
4

sekecf"eye-

sekecf-g'eye-

ted~r

ted~r

cfewteny-

cfewteny-

wujwuynybujwur-

'urkuywuywughUrnyun'ud-~

gubiughu6ugcfuI]kuysur-4
6ugkutikun'uswuyguslwuni-

wUJ-

wuynybUj-e- 3
wur'urkuywuywughur-gnyun'udgubiughu
6ugcfuI]kuysu6ugkutfkun'uswuygUSl-

wunf-

Cf. the form of the verbal noun, buje.
In light of the verbal noun form su, C2 -r- may be a perfective formative morpheme.
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'to shine'
'to rub'
(W7) The 010 class
'to snore'
'to enter'
'to touch'
'to teach'
'to refuse'
'to lift'
'to bury'
'to dry'

wulinyyud-

wulfnyyud-

doorsoo.-

d60rs6&'odd6y'y60n-gbomowoy-

'Oddoy'yoonbomowoy-

3.3.2. "Strong" verbs. There are three types of "strong" verbs to be distinguished
in Gadang depending on the nature and kind of ablaut the verbs undergo:
- Qualitative ablaut (VI -+ V 2 ; V I-V 2 --+ V I-V 3 )
- Quantitative ablaut (VI -+ VIV I)
- Mixed or double ablaut (V I -+ V 2V 2)
- Quantitative consonantal ablaut: (C 2 -+ C 2C 2 )

3.3.2.1. Strong verbs with qualitative ablaut. The following verb classes may be
distinguished with regard to the vowel patterning the verbs display:

PST -i- I IPST -aPST -;J- I IPST -a-

PST -u- I IPST -aPST -A- I IPST -a-

The apophonic scheme as displayed in these four verb classes is of a "classical"
nature. High (i, u) and central vowels (;J, A) in the perfective are in contrast with
low A (= la, e, 01) in the imperfective.
(S 1) The ila class
'to lie down'; 'to kill'
'to get tired'
'to break'

hiyrinybiy-

hayranybay-

wul-

wal-

wua-

waa-

(S2) The ula class

'to vomit'
'to fart'
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'to defecate'
'to give birth'
'to dance'
'to push'
'to wash'
'to tear'

wurhuwkunsUlJgurwusgUrUlJ-
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warhawkwansUlJgarwasguralJ-

In a few cases, the change from -u- to -a- has, so to say, not been "mastered" so
that the ablaut scheme has remained incomplete, i.e., -u- did not go to -a- but
only to -0-. The following verbs display this incomplete ufA (ufo) ablaut pattern.
The ufo subclass
'to eat (hard)'
'to feel, smell'
'to fuck'
'to cry, weep'
'to find'
'to chase'
'to stir'
'to hide'
'to dress'
(S3) The

~fa

'to jump'
'to see'
'to seize'
'to envelop'
'to show'
'to divide'
'to finish'
'to beat'
'to crush'
'to light'
'to shatter'
'to split'
5

humounywunsuytuo'yurourmussuo-

h6m060nyw6ns60yt60'y6_ 5
di'0-5
m60ss60-

n~n-

nangaloamlfgargar'asnyam6altasnyamdascag-

class
g~l-

o;}mlig;}rg;}r';}Sny;}m6;}1t;}Sny~md~s-

c~g-

Compare the verbal noun forms of the two verbs, 'yoor and dO, respectively.
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'to cut'
'to till'
'to mix'
'to talk'
(S4) The Ala class
'to fill'
'to close'

j;}ry;}ghaw;}nyk;}5-

jayaghawanyka5-5-

'An'AbAr-

'an'Ab-b-ar-

3.3.2.2. "Strong" verbs with quantitative ablaut.
Besides the dominant
qualitative ablaut, there are a few verbs which display quantitative ablaut, either
solely or in addition to the qualitative ablaut. Here is a short list of these verbs.
3.3.2.2.1. Purely quantitative ablaut
'to swallow'
'to cough'
'to come'
'to climb'
'to yell'
'to deceive'
'to help'
'to call'

sar'asha'ag'ar-

lamday'M-

saar'aashaa'aag'aarlaamdaay'AAr-

3.3.2.2.2. Mixed quantitative/qualitative ablaut
'to feel, smell'
'to hide'
'to die'

<funymusmlr-

<foonymoosmeer- 6

3.3.2.2.3. Quantitative consonantal ablaut, i.e., gemination of C2
'to talk'
'to accompany'
'to cover'

ka55marhA5-

marrhA55-

The vowel quality of -ee- tends to the open variety, -EE-, a quality which otherwise does not
seem to be part of the Gadang phonemic vowel inventory.

6
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'to spit' (Bag.)
'to close'

ti6'AbAr-
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ti66,Abbar-

The latter example displays three formative features of a Gadang imperfective
stem, i.e., (1) qualitative ablaut (of V2), (2) quantitative consonantal ablaut or
gemination (of C2), and (3) a mid to high change of tone. Iconically, consonant
gemination and vowel lengthening (= quantitative ablaut) are only two facets of
the same underlying concept, both serving the purpose of marking imperfectivity.
4. Conclusion

Gadang has a verbal system that is still characterized by a basically sound
apophonic structural mechanism, although it is already quite on the retreat
considering the fact that more than half of our verbs are no longer ablautsensitive. This may be compared to Sibine (Sumray) the ablaut system of which
is even less distinctive and functional (cf. lungraithmayr 1978b). Gadang
occupies a position between Sibine and Sokoro (Jungraithmayr n.d.), e.g., which
still operates a more complex ablaut system. Geographically, Gadang is also
situated between Sibine and Sokoro as seen in the following sketch.

~
~
MOKILKO
SOKORO
Bousso

SIBINE
ari

ZIME
TUMAK

MUBI
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